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Abstract
There is a vertex-labeling with di%erent integers for the compound of two tetrahedra such
that the values on an edge always deliver the same magic sum. We investigate stars composed
of a polyhedron and its dual where the generating polyhedron consists of a chain of w-sided
prismoids. Let the resulting 3-uniform hypergraph show h latitudinal rings of points including
the poles. Then a magic vertex-labeling exists i% h = w + 1. Supermagic labeling is excluded.
Examples up to w = 6 are presented.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A valuation of elements in a geometric object with di%erent integers is called magic
if the values of certain substructures sum up to the same magic sum. Famous examples
are magic squares, cubes, circles, 2D stars (see [2,1]). Magic vertex-labeling of some
simple hypergraphs is discussed in [3]. We study vertex-labeling for special 3-uniform
hypergraphs which we call twin body stars. This term was inspired by crystallography
and is used for the compound of a convex polyhedron and its dual. Heinz (see [2] and
Fig. 1) published such a magic star composed of two tetrahedra. The present paper
was stimulated by his request for a magic vertex-labeling of a star built of two 4-sided
pyramids (Fig. 2). According to Theorem 1, this is not possible.
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Fig. 1. Magic twin pyramid star with 8 points and
magic sum 27 (G(3; 4)).
Fig. 2. Twin pyramid star with 10 points (G(4; 4)).
2. Terminology, at representation, and rst examples
Let Nn := {1; 2; 3; : : : ; n}, [i; k] := {j∈N: i6 j6 k}, and |X | be the cardinality of
a set X . Throughout this paper duality always means duality of polyhedra. The word
star is used in the colloquial sense to denote a spheroidal object having points and
notches.
H := (V;E) is a hypergraph with vertices V = {v1; v2; : : : ; vn} and edges E ⊆
P(V )−{∅} if V =⋃E∈E E. H is d-uniform if ∀E ∈E: |E|=d. A mapping r :V → Z
is a vertex-labeling. We call r magic with magic sum m if r is injective, positive, and
∀E ∈E: ∑v∈E r(v)=m and supermagic if r(V )=N|V | holds in addition. A hypergraph
is called magic if a magic vertex-labeling exists. Let R := r(V ), rmin := min R, and
rmax := max R.
We concentrate on twin body stars where the generating polyhedron consists of
a chain of rotationally symmetric w-sided 3-prismoids which are concatenated along
their basis facets. The last element of this chain may degenerate to a pyramid. With j
prismoids/pyramids we obtain for the number h of latitudinal rings of points including
the poles h=2j+2 with a pyramid or 2j+3 without one. The number of longitudinal
halfrings is 2w. The cases of no pyramids and of two pyramids are equivalent after
exchanging the role of the generating polyhedron and its dual. We denote these stars
by G(w; h) (see Figs. 1–3).
Fig. 4 shows an appropriate Dat representation of the stars. Solid lines represent
the generating polyhedron and dotted lines its dual. Points are marked by circles and
crosses of dual edges by boxes. Edges consist of two neighboring circled elements
along a line and a box between them. Using
V := {v0;0; (vi;k)i=1; :::; h−2; k=0; :::;2w−1; vh−1;0};
E := {{vi;k ; vi; k+1; vi; k+2}: i = 1; 2; : : : ; h− 2; k = 0; 2; 4; : : : ; 2w − 2}
∪{{vi;k ; vi+1; k+1; vi+2; k+2}: i = 0; 1; : : : ; h− 3; k = 0; 2; 4; : : : ; 2w − 2};
we have a formal description of the hypergraph G(w; h) := (V;E). Throughout this
paper we use vi;k := vi;0 for i=0; h−1 and even k, and vi;k := vi;k mod 2w for i=1; : : : ; h−2
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Fig. 3. 3D representation of G(4; 5) and G(5; 6).
Fig. 4. Flat representation of G(w; h) for w = 5, h = 6.
and arbitrary k. In the case of a vertex-labeling r let ri; k := r(vi;k). We concentrate on
w¿ 3 and h¿ 4 for avoiding special cases. Vertices vi;k with an even/odd k represent
points/crosses of the star.
In the case of odd w + h, two vertices vi;k and vi′ ; k′ are considered opposite if
i + i′ = h− 1 and k − i − (k ′ − i′) ≡ w (mod 2w): (1)
Only in this case we have k ≡ k ′(mod 2), i.e. opposite vertices are of the same
type (point or cross). The poles, v0;0 and vh−1; h−1−w = vh−1;0, are opposite points. V
is uniquely partitioned into pairs of opposite vertices. Values of opposite points are
called opposite point values. If the sums of opposite point values are all identical, we
call this value the opposite point sum p. Likewise we deJne opposite cross values and
the opposite cross sum q.
If r is a magic vertex-labeling of (V;E) then Kr with Kr(v) := k(r(v) − rmin) + 1 for
k ∈N, k ¿ 0 is also magic because (V;E) is 3-uniform. Therefore, we always assume
rmin = 1 and a minimum rmax is of particular interest.
We call values perfectly shu2ed if all point values are even/odd and all cross values
are odd/even. If point values are all even, cross values are all odd, and rmax is odd
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Fig. 5. G(3; 4) with magic labeling.
(see Fig. 5), we Jnd a new magic vertex-labeling rˆ or Mr by
rˆ :=
{ r
2 for point values
r+rmax
2 for cross values
or Mr :=
{ r+rmax+1
2 for point values;
r+1
2 for cross values:
(2)
The simplest star of our series is G(3; 4). It allows a magic vertex-labeling (see Fig. 1
or Fig. 5) which was published in [2]. Using (2) and the left part of Fig. 5, we Jnd
the magic vertex-labeling of the medium and right part.
3. Existence of a magic vertex-labeling
Theorem 1. A twin body star G(w; h) is magic i" h= w + 1.
Proof. For h = w + 1 we give an indirect proof. Suppose G(w; h) is a star with a
magic vertex-labeling r. This means ri−1; k−1 + ri; k + ri+1; k+1 =m= ri; k−1 + ri; k + ri; k+1
for the point values ri−1; k−1, ri; k−1, ri; k+1, and ri+1; k+1 around an arbitrary cross value
ri; k , i = 1; : : : ; h− 2 and odd k. Hence
ri−1; k−1 − ri; k−1 = ri; k+1 − ri+1; k+1; (3)
ri−1; k−1 − ri; k+1 = ri; k−1 − ri+1; k+1: (4)
In particular all rj;2j − rj+1;2j and all rj;2h−4 − rj+1;2h−2, j = 0; : : : ; h − 2 are equal.
Since all r0; j and all rh−1; j are equal we Jnd r0;0 − r1;0 = rh−2;2h−4 − rh−1;0 and
r0;0− r1;2h−2 = rh−2;2h−4− rh−1;0. It follows that r1;0− r1;2h−2 =0 so h−1 ≡ 0 (modw).
We still have to exclude the cases h− 1 = sw, s¿ 2. All rj−1;0 − rj;2, j= 1; : : : ; w are
equal because of (4) and h−1¿ 2w. Hence r0;0−r1;2=rw−1;0−rw;2. Using (3), we Jnd
that all rj−1;2j− rj;2j, j=1; : : : ; w are equal and in particular r0;2− r1;2= rw−1;2w− rw;2w,
i.e. rw;2 = rw;2w and, therefore, 2 ≡ 2w (mod 2w), which is impossible.
Let now h = w + 1. We call (vw;0; vw−1;0; : : : ; v0;0; v1;2; v2;4; : : : ; vw−1;2(w−1); vw;0) the
main diagonal of G(w; h). We show by mathematical induction on w the existence of a
magic vertex-labeling where all sums of values of two consecutive elements of the main
diagonal are pairwise di%erent. For induction basis, we use a magic vertex-labeling of
G(3; 4) as in the left part of Fig. 5. The sums of two consecutive values of the main
diagonal are in this case 22, 24, 20, 14, 12, 16 which are all di%erent.
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Fig. 6. A magic vertex-labeling r′ of G(6; 7) based on G(5; 6); r.
For induction hypothesis, we assume that there is a magic vertex-labeling r of
G(w; w+ 1) with magic sum m, the set of values R, and that all sums of two consec-
utive values of the main diagonal are pairwise di%erent. Then a proper vertex-labeling
r′ of the star G(w + 1; w + 2) is deJned by
r′i; k :=


ri−1; k +  for i = 1; : : : ; w + 1; k = 0; 2; : : : ; 2(i − 1); (5)
ri−1; k +  for i = 2; : : : ; w; k = 1; 3; : : : ; 2(i − 1)− 1; (6)
ri; k +  for i = 0; : : : ; w; k = 2i; 2i + 2; : : : ; 2w; (7)
ri; k +  for i = 1; : : : ; w − 1; k = 2i + 1; 2i + 3; : : : ; 2w − 1; (8)
+
2 + m− ri−1;2i−2 − ri;2i for i = 1; : : : ; w; k = 2i − 1;
+
2 + m− ri;0 − ri−1;0 for i = 1; : : : ; w; k = 2w + 1;
}
(9)
where  := 0,  := 16rmax,  := 4rmax, and  := 8rmax. Fig. 6 illustrates r′ for the
case w = 5. Since all values r of G(w; w + 1) satisfy 16 r6 rmax and rmax = max R,
we Jnd rmax + 36m6 3rmax − 3. Hence −rmax + 46m − r1 − r26 3rmax − 6 for
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arbitrary r1; r2 ∈R, r1 = r2. So the values deJned by (9) lie in [11rmax; 15rmax]. The
values deJned by (5), (6), (7), and (8) lie in [1; rmax], [16rmax; 17rmax], [4rmax; 5rmax] or
[8rmax; 9rmax], respectively. All these intervals are disjoint. For each of the four sets of
values deJned by (5)–(8), the values are pairwise di%erent because r was assumed as
being magic. The values deJned by (9) are pairwise di%erent by induction hypothesis
on the main diagonal of G(w; w+1). So all values used for G(w+1; w+2) are pairwise
di%erent. Values on an edge passing cross values deJned by (6), (8), and (9) sum up
to m+2+, m+2+, or m+(+)=2++, respectively. These three expressions
are equal because of 2+  = 2+ .
The values of the main diagonal of G(w + 1; w + 2) are r′w+1;0 = rw;0 + ; : : : ; r
′
2;0 =
r1;0+, r′1;0=r0;0+, r
′
0;0=r0;0+, r
′
1;2=r1;2+, : : : , r
′
w;2w=rw;0+, r
′
w+1;0=rw;0+.
The sums of two consecutive values of this sequence are separated in 3 disjoint sets
by the addenda 2 = 0,  +  = 4rmax, and 2 = 8rmax. The sums within a set are all
di%erent by induction hypothesis.
4. Opposite elements show complementary values
Theorem 2. For a magic vertex-labeling r of G(w; w+1) opposite point values always
sum up to a constant p, opposite cross values always sum up to an even constant q,
and the magic sum m satis4es 2m= 2p+ q.
Proof. Let ri; k and ri′ ; k′ be opposite point values of G(w; w+1), i.e. k and k ′ are even.
Without loss in generality let 06 i¡w and 06 k ¡ 2w. From deJnition (see (1)) we
Jnd i′ =w− i and k ′ ≡ k − 2i (mod 2w). By (4) all rj;k − rj+1; k+2, j= i; : : : ; w− 1 are
equal. In particular, ri; k − ri+1; k+2 = rw−1; k − rw;0. By (3) all rw−j−1; k−2j − rw−j; k−2j,
j= 0; : : : ; i are equal. In particular, rw−(i+1); k−2i − rw−i; k−2i = rw−1; k − rw;0. So we Jnd
ri; k + rw−i; k−2i = ri+1; k+2 + rw−(i+1); k+2−2(i+1). The sum of ri; k and its opposite value
equals that of ri+1; k+2 and its opposite value and also that of rw;k+2(w−i) = rh−1;0 and
its opposite value r0;0. Therefore, the opposite point sum p exists.
Let now ri; k and ri′ ; k′ be a pair of opposite cross values. Then corresponding end
points of the horizontal edges passing vi;k and vi′ ; k′ are opposite points. The sum of
all values of an edge is m. Hence 2m= 2p+ ri; k + ri′ ; k′ .
5. Supermagic vertex-labeling is impossible
Lemma 3. Let a regular triangulation of a vertical cylinder with (w + 1) × w grid
points be given (w + 1 horizontal rings consisting of w points each) where w¿ 1,
boundary points of the grid belong to 3 and inner points belong to 6 triangles. Let
the points be colored black and white where
(i) the uppermost ring of w points is black and the lowest ring is white,
(ii) the points of a quadrilateral composed of two vertically neighboring triangles
(adjacent along a horizontal edge) are either all black, all white, or the two
points of an arbitrary diagonal are always of di"erent color.
Then all black and all white points build a triangular block each.
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Fig. 7. White blocks starting in row 2.
Proof. We consider the w + 1 rings top down. If the second ring had black points
only, all points have to be black due to conditions (i) and (ii) which would violate
condition (i). Hence, we have at least one white point on the second ring. By condition
(ii), white points on the second ring have to be separated by black points and have
two white neighbors on the third ring. A maximal sequence of k white points on
ring j leads to a maximal sequence of k + 1 white points on ring j + 1 because of
condition (ii) (see Fig. 7(a)). A growing triangular block of white points can start on
ring 2 only because of condition (ii). Two single white points on ring 2 would lead to
growing triangular white blocks which would touch after some rings (see Fig. 7(b)).
The quadrilateral above the touch point, however, is not allowed due to condition (ii).
So all white points have to be in a triangular block showing w white points in ring
w + 1 (see Fig. 7(c)).
Theorem 4. There is no supermagic vertex-labeling of G(w; w + 1).
Proof. Let us assume a supermagic vertex-labeling r of G(w; w+ 1) for some w¿ 2.
The region of r is Nn where n = 2w(w − 1) + 2. Using b := w(w − 1)=2, we have
b + 1 pairs of opposite point, b pairs of opposite cross values, n = 4b + 2, p¿
1=(b+ 1)
∑2b+2
j=1 j = 2b+ 3 and likewise q¿ 2b+ 1.
We obtain (b + 1)p + bq =
∑4b+2
j=1 j = (4b + 3)(2b + 1) by considering di%erent
representations for the sum of all values. Hence p ≡ 3 (mod b). Let p= sb+ 3. Then
q = 8b + 7 − s(b + 1). Since q is even, s is odd. Since q¿ 2b + 1 and p¿ 2b + 3,
there are only two possible cases p=3b+3 or p=5b+3. These cases are equivalent
by Kr := rmax + 1 − r, so we consider p = 3b + 3, q = 5b + 4 only. It follows from
Theorem 2 that
m= 112 b+ 5: (10)
Point values are smaller than p, so they lie in [1; 3b+2]. Cross values are not smaller
than q−n=q−(4b+2), so they lie in [b+2; 4b+2]. Thus, all values in Rlp := [1; b+1]
are point values and the same then holds for Rhp := [2b+2; 3b+2]. Hence cross values
are in Rlc := [b+2; 2b+1] or Rhc := [3b+3; 4b+2]. Each pair of opposite point values
consists of a high value in Rhp and a low value in Rlp. Without loss in generality, we
assume r0;0 ∈Rhp.
We consider a (w + 1) × w-grid of points (vi;2j)i=0; :::; h−1; j=0; :::;w−1 in order to use
Lemma 3. We identify r(vi;k)∈Rhp with black and r(vi;k)∈Rlp with white coloring
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Fig. 8. Examples of magic vertex-labeling for G(w; w + 1) up to w = 6.
of a point vi;k . Therefore, the uppermost row (v0;2j; j = 0; : : : ; w − 1) is black and the
lowest row is white. The di%erence of a value in Rhp and one in Rlp is at least b+ 1
and greater than the di%erence of two values in Rlp or in Rhp. So the black/white
condition (ii) of Lemma 3 is satisJed for any 4 neighboring points vi;k , vi−1; k , vi;k+2
and vi+1; k+2 because of (3).
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Therefore, each point which belongs to a value of Rhp is connected to at least one
other point of the same kind by an edge. Let r1 := max Rhp. Then there are a cross
value r2 ∈Rlc ∪ Rhc and a point value r3 ∈Rhp which satisfy
m= r1 + r2 + r3¿ max
r∈Rhp
r + min
r∈Rlc∪Rhc
r + min
r∈Rhp
r = 6b+ 6:
This is a contradiction to (10).
6. Searching for magic stars of type G(w; w + 1)
Searching for magic labeling of G(w; w + 1) was feasible up to w = 6. For this
purpose the 2w(w − 1) linear equations for the magic sum m and the 2w(w − 1) + 2
values of a magic labeling as variables have been solved and the case p= q has been
considered. A perfect shuOing of values was found for w=3 and 4. So we can include
a few cases with p = q using (2) (see Figs. 5 and 8(b)–(d)). New magic stars have
been found up to w = 6 (see Fig. 8(a)–(h)). Fig. 8(a) shows minimum rmax because
of Theorem 4.
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